
Cooneen Group are a successful, stable group 
of companies operating in a range of clothing 
markets globally. They specialise in the Design, 
Manufacture and Supply of garments as well as 
the provision of a complete uniform managed 
service to a diverse range of customers, both 
private and public sector.

THE CUSTOMER – COONEEN

In March 2020 all but essential services had to 
cease due to the outbreak of Covid-19 in Ireland, 
the UK, and internationally. Cooneen Group, who 
were deemed as providing an essential service 
had to look at and implement ways to safely 
maintain production. 

The plant started straight away rolling out 
PPE to all its essential staff. Employees 
were provided with masks, gloves, and even 
disposable overalls. Appropriate distancing 
guidelines were also imposed, sanitation 
areas set up, and temperature checking was 
introduced.

Manual contact tracing was being carried out, but 
relying on each individual to remember who they 
may or may not have encountered even whilst 
wearing PPE would have been challenging had 
a case been confirmed. The safest thing to do 
would have been to send anyone working in that 
specific area home until they could get a test. 

These safety measures were working, and no 
transmission occurred on site but logging close 
contacts was timely, and depending on human 
memory could sometimes be inaccurate. 

The company came across a piece about 
SureTraceID from VisionID in the press and 
reached out to learn more. 

THE CHALLENGE:

THE SOLUTION:

SureTraceID is a digital wearable solution from 
VisionID that ensures Social Distancing in the 
workplace through an audible or vibrating alert 
and enables automated Contact Tracing which 
meets government requirements and minimises 
disruption to the workplace in the event an 
employee shows symptoms.

VisionID can provide both lanyards or wrist bands 
that will alert wearers if they are failing to observe 
the pre-determined social distancing rules. 

 > The wearer will receive either an audible 
or vibrating alert to remind them to stay 
apart, should they fail to observe this. This 
technology is built on Ultrawide Broadband 
(UWB), a wireless technology that delivers real 
time accurate readings as close as 10-20 cms. 

 > This is far more accurate than Bluetooth where 
the accuracy level is plus or minus 1-2 metres 
at best. UWB also carries more data. 
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THE RESULT:

When the tags arrived Cooneen spoke to their 
employees to assure them that their data was 
protected, and that this technology was not 
being used to track their whereabouts, it was 
only going to be used to ensure their safety by 
allowing fast and effective contact tracing. 

Cooneen have been able to continue production 
safely throughout the pandemic, but SureTraceID 
has made this much easier and more reliable. 

SureTraceID is easy to integrate and to use. In 
short it just works! Due to the automated reports, 
we were able to demonstrate to employees, or 
even HSE reps that we had an adequate and 
reliable contact tracing system in place. The 
solution does what it needs to, and contributes to 
the prevention of transmission in the workplace.” . 

Neville McIlwrath, Cooneen Group 

“The solution was well received by our 
employees, they felt safe and that was really 
important to us.”

 > These wearable devices store all information 
ranging from the ID of the wearer, social 
distance breaches and duration of those 
interactions for up to two weeks. They then 
transmit data securely to a gateway hub that 
uploads the information back to a central 
software management system. This eliminates 
the need for individual manual contact logging 
and the associated administration.

All violations will be recorded on a secure 
network, which can be accessed in the event 
of an infectious breakout to enable fast and 
effective historical contact tracing. 

 > VisionID’s  easy to use software provides a 
historical trace report to determine possible 
co-worker exposure, if a worker is suspected 
of/or has tested positive for COVID-19. This 
reporting is immediate as opposed to a 
manual trawl through paper based individual 
personal contact logs.

 >  VisionID’s  Contact Tracing Software Portal 
is fully GDPR compliant. Our customers can 
choose to keep this data either on their 
premises or in the cloud.

Cooneen Group met with VisionID by means of 
a virtual demonstration in VisionID’s Customer 
Technology Centre. Once the demo and Q&A 
session were over VisionID rolled out a 2-week 
proof of concept offering for Cooneen to trial 
how this technology might work in their facility. 
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“We learned pretty quickly that this solution was 
going to be a fit for us, we experienced some 
minor issue but VisionID’s support team were 
able to sort these, and we have experienced no 
issues since” Neville McIlwrath. 

Following on from the proof-of-concept VisionID 
rolled out the solution to over 120 Cooneen 
employees, and have further rolled out the 
system to all their UK sites. 


